
Praise for Daughters
“Brittney Corrigan is a sorceress of voices. Never have I read persona poems as 

deeply true and wholly convincing as the ones gathered in this stunning collection. 
In poem after poem, Corrigan shape-shifts—now the daughter of a magician’s 
assistant, a surgeon, a seismologist, the Medusa, the Yeti, and more—mining 
history, myth, fairy tales, and the professions to explore the conceit of daugh-
terhood. By the time I got to the end of this gorgeous book, with all its richly 
imagined lives, I felt in the presence of a great daughterly chorus, one that tells 
us ‘the story of [our] own longing.’ Revelatory, authentic, and moving, Daughters 
tears o! the masks, taking us to the heart of what it means to be female, human, 
and alive.”
—"#$%&'  (&)'%*'+ , author of Persephone in America

“Before we are women, we are daughters, clothed in the superstitions of others and 
shaped by beliefs, talents, interests, and traumas that are not our own. Brittney 
Corrigan knows this. She knows how much the present depends upon the past 
and knows, too, that the truest work of growing up for a girl lies in sloughing 
o! that which does not belong to you in pursuit of that which does. The poems 
in this stunning collection delve deeply into the highly empathetic gesture of 
persona, embodying the daughters of characters from history, the headlines, and 
mythology to trace how we are formed and how we, in turn, shed and gather into 
our own unique selves. With luminous language, arresting imagery, surprising 
form, and a marrow-deep knowledge of love and loss, the poet shines in this 
excavation of context and identity, this praise song for the stretching of limbs 
toward the light—and for the irrepressible essence of girls becoming. A beauti-
ful, unforgettable work of artful love.”
—%(",*-  #-''  ./&)', author of The Shallows and editor of A Face to Meet 
the Faces: An Anthology of Contemporary Persona Poetry

“Beyond the cleverness of these vividly speci0c, playfully imagined persona 
poems—which draw from the language of professions like taxidermy to time 
travel to the Minotaur—are Corrigan’s deft insights into human emotions, and 
the array of ways we understand ourselves and who we come from. ‘We sing / 
for the same reason cranes sing, / or the deepening whales, / or a whole 0erce 
chorus of wolves,’ Siren’s Daughter says, correcting male hubris, in one of my 
favorites. Corrigan creates an original and brilliantly 0erce chorus.”
—"#*1"'+/"  (*"23* , author of The Wise and Foolish Builders
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B I G F O O T ’ S  D A U G H T E R

You want to believe in the bulk 
and brown of him reeling through 
the thicket, that Fash you thought 
you saw, the eyes that spun. You want
terror to walk beside you, you want 
the wild rush of escape, you want the story.

You want to be alone with your fear,
all of it true, your heart loud like 
a woodpecker striking the trees 
that seem no longer peaceful, but 
sentient and poised to uproot. That cry
in the woods that swallows all other sound.

But listen. What I want you to hear 
is birdsong, the lifting that comes from
such beauty, the way the trills and warbles 
sift through the stalling rain, alight 
on the ghosts of our breath, congregate
and hover as the forest hums.
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My father, he is 0ne-furred and tawny, 
eyes green as 0ddlehead ferns. Tangled 
and swift with his stories, his laughter
sweeps through the undergrowth, bends
you aside. I place my small footprints 
in his footprints, leave you stunned.

If you watch the edges of his heart gentle 
forth through his body, soft and blurred 
and glowing, will you change your mind about 
the monster? Witness the glisten and tremble, 
the moon gazing down on the pause of the lake.
Like that, the dark not so complete.

My father, I ride on his shoulders, 
bring the sky down with my singing, 0ll
your chest with a joy you can’t explain. We can 
make you believe what you saw in the woods 
is something 0erce and secret. The story 
of your own longing, but not yours to claim.
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S C A R E C R O W ’ S  D A U G H T E R

What I need him to understand
is that I love the crows, the sheen
of them, the crowd of their voices,
the way their wings make that sound
like a 0eld mouse running for its life
through dry grass. The blur of the fox.

At night on our twin posts, he feathers
his straw hand on my straw cheek,
plumps his shirt a little, stares down
between the rows of corn. Stars ignite 
in the autumn darkness. I lean
in the wind toward the hem of the crop.

I could rustle in my red-Fowered 
dress to the edge of the corn0eld,
reach up my husks to the branches
bent down to meet me, pull myself 
up. There, I could see beyond
the farmhouse, the span of the road.
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I’ve had enough of scaring things
away. Startling hungry eyes
from every stalk, when what I want to do
is tear back the green so the sun smacks 
full on the yellow meat of the cobs. O!er
up ears for the feasting. Whisper, stay.

I want everything to land on me, dig
into my straw-stu!ed shoulders,
and carry me up into the blue. They
would look beautiful, the crows, kernels
balanced in their beaks, whirling
close to my father, then peeling away.

The sunrise is lovely. October 
is lovely. I can hear the harvesters
waking at the edges of dawn. I could 
climb down, husks crackling
as I landed. Weigh the unbearable 
options. Settle on which way to run.
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A L I E N  A B D U C T E E ’ S  D A U G H T E R

My mother isn’t a sci-0-movie-
=E@<s-housewife-drying-her-hands-
on-her-apron-as-she-half-sleepwalks-
into-the-yard-where-there-is-a-bright-
beam-waiting-to-levitate-her-through-
the-whipping-wind kind of gal.

She makes grilled cheese sandwiches
sensibly, with butter on both sides,
and pickles, and tomato soup. She
reads novels of literary merit, maybe
a little magical realism thrown in,
but not enough to make her moony.

She believes in ghosts, it’s true, the same 
way she believes in mathematics.
The beauty of theories and formulations,
the attempt to enumerate all things:
black holes, gravity, planetary orbits
and tides, weather, dark matter, energy.
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What I’m saying is, I believe her.
If she lost time, it likely was because
of the UFO. I mean, she’s not 
an invents-bedtime-stories kind of mom.
There’s nothing impossible about it.
It all comes down to simple math.

Listen, my father’s not really my father.
That’s what I’m trying to tell you. When 
he’s gone, we know exactly where 
he goes. You can smell it on his clothes, 
sour and sloppy. My mother was returned 
only slightly disheveled, and carrying me. 

See? My skin has a shimmery gray undertone.
Just look at my whopping green eyes. We don’t 
need my father anymore. They’re coming back 
for us, I can feel it. That’s why my mother stands 
in the yard every night, crying, holding my hand. 
We’re certain. We know the lights will come.
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G H O S T  H U N T E R S ’  D A U G H T E R

Don’t ask me if it’s true, if they exist.
I’m not sure how to tell you what it’s like 
in the shadows of each house, 
the other hum beneath the appliance hum, 
the way the walls lean in at me, 
the vibration everywhere I put my feet.

Mostly I like to stand still, listen
to the clicks and knocks as my father
adjusts the knobs, holds the padded
headphones tightly to his ears. I watch
my mother sway with her eyes Futtered
shut, her 0ngers gathering the air.

My father sees in green, sifts through
the static, rounds corners with his lens, 
his metered tools. He walks right into cellars, 
basements, attics, untouched rooms, his eyes 
on the pull of the needle, the digital rise
and fall. Right past as I inhabit doorways,
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press through the paneling and lathe. 
Sometimes I blow a kiss to my mother, send 
it out as a cool, spectral pu! across the hallway 
to her ashen cheek. Or reach my lucent 0ngers 
up to pull at the hem of her blouse, encircle her legs
with my body as she balances in the dark.

They are always looking for the others:
the ones who throw spoons or creak
Foorboards, nudge faucets or upend chairs.
The ones who lift children from knotted
bedclothes, whisper in sonar-ping echoes,
frighten by putting on their 0endish skins.

My parents bottle and banish, exorcise and incant.
Smudge and cleanse and burn and cast away. 
I hide in far corners, latch onto the screens
of windows, so they won’t send me over, too. 
I want to stay where the electric air surrounds us. 
Where the light doesn’t Ficker and call.
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B O G E Y M A N ’ S  D A U G H T E R

After the night of frightening is over,
when my father has fallen asleep 
at the back of the closet—the shadows 
of his limbs smudging out from beneath 
the crumpled clothes—with the girl-child 
at school and the house closed up and still—

I spider my gangly nails around the door frame, 
tilt my head into the empty room. I roll 
and curl up in the bedding, suck in 
the smell of the youngling as the birds outside 
the window teeter and veer. The climbing sun 
is uncertain where to cast its light.

I crouch and hunker down beside the tea set,
lean in close to the bears and dogs on their
haunches of beans. How I spill my umbral 
hands into each cup, lift them to the bestial
mouths, stitched neat and prim. The glassy
animal eyes eclipse and shine.
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I ooze myself into the wooden box of toys, nest 
with the dolls and their molded hands, their silky, 
twisting curls. Lines of ceramic horses watch me 
from shadowbox stalls, my eyes reFected in 
their eyes, the crests of their fragile, carved manes. 
I press my head to the doll cheeks, sink farther in.

I like to slip into the corner by the bookshelf,
crack back the spines and balance my breath
so the pages Futter and rise. How the alphabets
shiver and whir. Bewitching, the pictures of Fowers, 
the drawings of trees. I rest my darkling face against 
the paper, close my eyes and imagine a din of leaves.

Dear girl-thing, I do what I can to make sure you won’t 
waken. My lullabies are only a whisper in my father’s 
black wail. But someday he will leave us behind, darken 
the window and abandon this tender room. Then, I will 
lie down beside you in the moonglow. Nuzzle and kiss
your warm eyelids. Blow into your ear a sweet dream.


